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Dear Colleagues,

Invitation

Conference Series LLC Ltd., is delighted to welcome you to Paris, France for the Prestigious 34th Global
Summit on Pediatrics. Global Pediatrics Summit 2019 will focus on “Advancements and Innovations in
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Pediatrics”. We are confident that you will enjoy the Scientific Program of this upcoming Conference.
We look forward to see you at Paris, France.
With Regards,
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Operating Committee, Conference Series LLC Conferences

https://global.pediatricsconferences.org/
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Program Announcement
Venue

Paris, France

Important Dates
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Abstract submission opens: April 26, 2019
Registration opens: April 26, 2019
Early bird registration: May 27, 2019
Mid registration: August 31, 2019
On spot registration: December 02, 2019

Accommodation
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A large number of rooms have been reserved. Discounted room rates for Global Pediatrics Summit 2019 participants are
proposed. Only reservations made through the Conference will benefit these rates. The Congress Center can be easily
reached by public transportation.

Exhibition and Sponsorship

An exhibition will be held concurrently with the conference. The coffee break and lunch areas will be located adjacent to
the booths. Thanks to Exhibitors from all over the world, attendees will have a complete overview of new findings in the
fields of Pediatrics.
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About Paris

Paris, the diverse capital of France and one of Europe’s main cities, wherein the entire Population accounts for 2.2 million
people in the center of the city, while 12 million persons are residing in total in the main metropolitan area. Being located
in the north of France onto the shores of the river Seine, it has a very well-deserved reputation image of being the utmost
beautiful as well as romantic of all cities bothered, full with significant associations and remaining immensely influential
in the realms of culture, art, fashion, food and design and lots more. Being frequently called up as the City of Lights,
alongside the Capital of Fashion, it covers its way out to be the home to the world’s top elegant and most luxurious fashion
designers and cosmetics, to site as, Chanel, Dior, Yves Saint-Laurent, Guerlain, Lancôme, L’Oréal, Clarins. A huge part of
the city, including the River Seine, is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. By economy, France ranked world’s 9th and Europe’s
2nd largest economy in terms of purchasing power parity. Paris is the hub to 29, among world fortune 500 companies, one
of the foremost art museums in the world, Located in the heart of the French capital. Paris is the capital and the utmost
populous city of France. One of the most breath-taking works of architecture: the Eiffel Tower, the Arc de Triomphe, the
Notre-Dame Cathedral, the Louvre Museum, Moulin Rouge, and Lido are the most well-known pieces of architecture that
attracts the tourists to feast their eyes upon in this city.
https://global.pediatricsconferences.org/
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